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It is more easy to believe that some of the songs which relate to
Tatar devastations may contain a trace of the contemporary horror
roused by Batu. This form of savagery, it is true, continued to be
present in the experience of Ukrainians until the eighteenth cen-
tury was well advanced; but doubtless the first barbarians set the
model of pitiless ruin:
On the plain a birch tree lies,
on the birch a cuckoo cries,
questioning the birch I ween :
Wherefore, birch-tree, art not green ?
—Green and sweet how could I be ?
Tatars have stood under me.
Cleft by sword, my twigs down canie,
as they stirred the brilliant flame,
with their spears they turned the ground,
by my roots the water found,
watering their horses round.
(Smal-Stockyj, p. 71.)
There exists, at all events, a Ukrainian prose legend of the fall of
Kiev (15). The hero was a certain Mihailik, so strong that he could
shoot an arrow from Kiev into the Tatar camp; the Tatars de-
manded his surrender so as to deprive the city of its defence; and
when the prince of Kiev was likely to comply, Mihailik unhinged
the Golden Gates and carried them through the Tatar host to
Constantinople. Another famous bowyer was Baida (40), who,
rather than submit to the Grand Turk, shot three arrows which
killed the sultan, sultana, and a princess. The word means "idler,
reveller'. The root idea is thus the same as we find in the 'bylina*
of Vasilii the Drunkard\ but it has been proposed, on not very con-
clusive evidence, to identify this hero with a £starost' of the Cher-
kasslans who did much harm to the Turks of the Crimea, the
Ukraine, and Moldavia between 1556 and 1563.
The remaining narratives are such as might be encountered any-
where in Europe, and must in some cases be regarded as borrowed
goods in the Ukraine. Some indication has already been given of
them in the paragraphs dealing with Poland, since the legends of
Polish Galicia are also Ruthenian. There is a Ukrainian Girl who
went to War (69), but it is somewhat inconsequential. The usual
conclusion has been lost, and the ballad has been contaminated
with The Duel with a Turkish King (6 c)9 in which a hero neglects

